
Monthly Contract Stats

HC WCID 99
For August 2019

Categories

Burglary Habitation: 4 Burglary Vehicle: 0 Theft Habitation: 0 

Theft Vehicle: 0 Theft Other: 0 Robbery: 0 

Assault: 0 Sexual Assault: 0 Criminal Mischief: 0 

Disturbance Family: 0 Disturbance Juvenile: 0 Disturbance Other: 2 

Alarms: 6 Suspicious Vehicles: 5 Suspicious Persons: 3 

Runaways: 0 Phone Harrassment: 0 Other Calls: 44 

Detailed Statistics By Deputy

Unit
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E89 41 37 87 0 0 77 0 0 1192 18
TOTAL 41 37 87 0 0 77 0 0 1192 18

Summary of Events

Burglary of a Habitation:

19100 W Challe Cir – Complainant reported that the residence was broken into. An unknown 
suspect(s) went through the complaint’s belongings but nothing was reported missing at this time. 
A suspicious person was located nearby but charges were declined by the District Attorney Office 
due to being unable to place the suspect in the residence.

18700 Casper Dr – Complainant reported that two suspects made unauthorized entry into the 
complaints garage and vehicle. There was no forced entry. The suspects did not take anything 
from the vehicle. The suspects did take property from the garage. 

800 Lynwood Dr - Complainant reported that two suspects made unauthorized entry into the 
complaints garage and vehicle. There was no forced entry. Nothing was reported missing. 

800 Lemm Ct - Complainant reported that two suspects made unauthorized entry into the 
complaints garage and vehicle. There was no forced entry. Nothing was reported missing. 

Transportation Code Violation:

E Cypresswood Dr/ Lockridge Dr – A traffic stop was conducted due to an equipment violation. 
The driver was found not to have no driver’s license and no insurance. The vehicle was towed and 



the driver was cited.

1300 Lynwood Rd - A traffic stop was conducted due to an equipment violation. The driver was 
found not to have no driver’s license and no insurance. The vehicle was towed and the driver was 
cited. 

600 Andover St - A traffic stop was conducted due to an equipment violation. The driver was found 
not to have no driver’s license and no insurance. The vehicle was towed and the driver was cited. 

Vehicle Recovery:

800 Lemm Ct – Complaint reported locating his stolen vehicle which had been taken from another 
part of the county. The vehicle was recovered and returned to owner. A stolen trailer was also 
located and returned to its owner. There is a known suspect. The incident is still under 
investigation. 

Disturbance Other:

1300 Lemm Rd No 2- A male subject was causing a verbal disturbance and was initially believed 
to be in a mental health crisis. Upon investigation, it was found that the male was not in crisis and 
no criminal offense had occured. The male was given a courtesy ride to his final destination. 

ALARMS – Contract patrol deputies responded to 6 local alarms at various locations within the 
community. They were handled without incident and were all found to be false alarms.

MUD CHECKS – Contract patrol deputies made 62 Municipal Utility Checks within the community. 
There were no signs of foul play and all facilities appeared to be in good working order.

OTHER CALLS - Contract and District patrol deputies responded 44 to other calls for service 
within the community, while maintaining peace and justice in the contracts.

SUSPICIOUS VEHICLES – Contract patrol deputies responded to 5 suspicious vehicles within the 
community. All these scenes were utilized to gather intelligence and were all cleared without 
incident after thorough investigations. 

TRAFFIC – Contract patrol deputies made 92 traffic stops, enforcing the traffic laws of the state of 
Texas, within the contract reducing the possibility of accidents and lessening the chance of repeat 
offenders in the patrolled areas.


